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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Location 2: Central, Near The Mailbox
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 13 Aug 2012 12.00
Duration of Visit: 2h
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07761607186

The Premises:

Nice clean flat with buzzer entry, well directed by her receptionist. Reasonably priced car parks
close by, very anonymous area. So perfect for punting in my book.

The Lady:

Friendly Thai lady, inevitably older than her webpage says and to be honest a bit heavier too. Its
part of the territory but I do wonder if these deviations from the truth do these ladies any favours,
especially in view of the service..

The Story:

..which was absolutely, an over used word over the last 2 weeks, sin-sational/

I was greeted by Nina at the door, and considering myself well enough washed to get to business
straight away, declined a shower, was undressed by Nina, and after some attention to the naughty
bits with some wipes, was treated to an excellent dirty girlfriend experience. She started with some
cock sucking, then positioned me on the bed for some more oral with condom clad fingers playing
with my butt. Deep throat and room to spare....

I decided to return the oral favour, licked her till she came with fingers inserted, rimmed her, then
put the rubber on for some multi position sex. Her webpage says she loves it and I have rarely been
treated to a better muscle squeeze technique, done both vaginally and anally, it was hard to hold
off. She came again, I couldnt touch her thereafter but we kept going..

Dirty talking both ways, some light FK with Nina's tongue flicking away, then I decided she should
blow me to a finish. I was treated to a prolonged hands-off blowjob, done just the way I like it with a
light touch, sucking all round the head then going deeper to give me a breather. Changed to a bit of
tit-fucking which was always a temptation with a very large pair of pliable and very smooth tits in
front of me. Back to her mouth but finally unloaded between her ample cleavage and she seemed
very happy to be covered in baby batter.

You rest now, make me some more sperm, she said.

I accepted a massage as I think she needed a rest, where she proved to be friendly and chatty with
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very good english although with the consonants missing a struggle sometimes to understand.
Perseverance required, but she's really lovely.

After the massage we settle down for some slow cuddles and kisses with my member being first
stroked then sucked back to life for the second round.

No time pressure with a shared shower at the end, after time, would've loved a third round.

Her webpage described her as a PSE and while nothing I asked for was refused, and she was
anyway very liberal with what she did, I would say a gentle touch would pay more dividends. Its nice
to have a Thai girl in Brum who does everything on her list, especially the anal which is something
that for me, 'At discretion' usually means no.

Her details have previously been on Asian Directory sites in London and it is the same girl.

Works Friday to Monday. I will be back to see her again for sure.
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